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COURSE OUTLINE AND OBJECTIVES
This lecture course explores the evolution of the international balance of power since the outset of the
twentieth century. Specifically, we will cover the causes and conduct of World Wars I and II and the Cold
War, as well as the evolution of international politics since the demise of the Soviet Union. We will frame this
historical overview using different theoretical views on the role played by the balance of power in international
relations. The emphasis is therefore both analytic and historical. By the end of the course, students should have
a broad picture of the rise and fall of great powers in the last hundred years as well as of the challenges facing
the contemporary United States. The course meets three times a week: twice for a lecture plus once for a
discussion section.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND GRADING
There are no pre-requisites for the course. The course will consist in a series of lectures with pre-assigned
readings. Students are expected to do all the readings and attend both weekly lectures plus the weekly
discussion section.

Final grades will be assigned as follows:
• Participation in discussion section: 20%;
• Three short response papers: 15%;
• Midterm exam: 25%;
• Final exam: 40%.

Note: In order to receive an overall passing grade, students must receive a passing grade in all four components of
the final grade. In other words, failing one component of the course will lead to a failing grade in the overall
course.

DESCRIPTION OF ASSIGNMENTS
Participation: Students should do all the readings for each week in advance of the respective discussion section
and come prepared to contribute to class discussion during the sections by bringing questions that stem from
the readings. As should be obvious, participation does not mean just attendance. Please be an active participant in the section discussion.

Response Papers: Each student will post a 2-page reaction to the readings for three different weeks. Your response papers should be posted on the Classes*V2 according to your TF’s instructions by 8:00pm the day before the section meeting in which we will discuss these readings. Short papers received after the deadline but before the relevant discussion section begins will be dropped one full letter grade. Short papers will not be accepted after the relevant discussion section starts. Each of the three short papers will be worth 5% of the final course grade. These short statements should include an analysis of strengths or weaknesses of arguments made by the authors for the relevant week; questions with which you were left by the readings; or points of confusion that should be clarified. (You should not summarize the readings; assume that everybody else has done the reading as well and understands the basic arguments.) You do not have to discuss all of the readings assigned for the week; you may discuss just one or two pieces, or you can pick a broader range and compare them to each other (or to readings for earlier weeks). Likewise, within each reading you select to engage, you do not have to discuss the whole piece. You may do so, but you may equally well focus on a section, a paragraph, or even a sentence that piqued your interest. You are welcome to choose any three weeks in which to write your reaction papers, though spacing things out over the semester might be best.

Midterm Exam: The midterm exam will cover the first half of the course and consist in two sections, each with equal weight on the exam grade.

• In the first section, you will be asked to answer eight out of ten ID questions in no more than a paragraph of 5-8 lines each. Topics will include concepts as well as historical events and figures.
• In the second section, you will have to write two out of three possible short essays.

All questions and essays will address topics from the lectures and readings.

Final Exam: The final exam will cover the entire course and consist in three sections, each with equal weight on the exam grade.

• In the first section, you will be asked to answer eight out of ten ID questions in no more than a paragraph of 5-8 lines each. Topics will include concepts as well as historical events and figures. Two-thirds of the topics will be from the second half of the course, with the remaining IDs coming from the first half.
• In the second section, you will have to write two out of three possible short essays about topics from the second half of the course.
• In the third section, you will be asked to write one out of two possible long essays on topics that require you to reflect on the entire course.

All questions and essays will address topics from the lectures and readings.

COURSE POLICIES
Policy on Plagiarism: All assignments are non-collaborative and should be entirely your own work. Plagiarism is unacceptable and will result in penalties up to and including a failing grade for the assignment (and therefore the course) and referral to the university for disciplinary action. If you haven’t done so yet, please familiarize yourself with the University’s policy on academic honesty, including cheating, plagiarism, and document citation, by reading the relevant section of the Yale College Undergraduate Regulations handbook, available at the following location: http://yalecollege.yale.edu/sites/default/files/ URege%2013-14_102413.pdf. It is your responsibility to understand and abide by this policy.
Policy on Electronic Devices: I reserve the right to ban the use of electronic devices (other than pacemakers and ankle-bracelet monitors for those on parole) in the classroom if it appears that they are serving purposes other than taking lecture notes. All cell phones must be turned off during lecture and section.

While all these policies will be strictly enforced, I know that emergencies and illnesses might arise during the term. If that happens to be the case, please let me know as early as possible so that we can work out alternative arrangements for you to complete your work within a reasonable period of time. In emergency cases, you will need to present a “dean's excuse” in order to be allowed to turn in late work or justify a series of absences from class sessions.

READINGS
The selected texts were chosen to represent the major theoretical positions on the balance of power and cover the historical evolution of balances of power in the international system. They provide a wide range of views and differ in both the evidence they provide and their persuasiveness. As a whole, the selection is designed to encourage critical evaluation of existing academic literature. In order to best achieve this goal, keep in mind the following questions when doing the readings: What is the argument the author is trying to make? Why does it matter? What are its strengths and weaknesses? How convincing is it? What are possible counter-arguments? Above all, how does the argument advance our understanding of international politics?

The following books are required for purchase and will be placed on reserve in the library:


This book may be purchased but is also available through the Yale library as an ebook by following the link below:


All other readings are available in PDF format on the course website on the Classes*v2 server, under the “Resources” tab. The readings for each session are listed in the order you should do them.

COURSE SCHEDULE

Week 1

Session 1.1 (Monday, January 13) -- Introduction: Organizational Session

- No assigned readings.

Session 1.2 (Wednesday, January 15) -- The Balance of Power in the Nineteenth Century

***Note Friday Session***

Session 2.1 (Friday, January 17) -- The Balance of Power in Theory


Week 2

Session 2.2 (Wednesday, January 22) -- Multipolarity and the Background to WWI


Week 3

Session 3.1 (Monday, January 27) -- Multipolarity and the Causes of WWI


Session 3.2 (Wednesday, January 29) -- The Balance of Power and the Conduct of WWI


Week 4

Session 4.1 (Monday, February 03) -- The Balance of Power and the Conduct of WWI (continued)

Session 4.2 (Wednesday, February 05) -- The Balance of Power and the Causes of WWII (Europe)

- Alexandre Debs and Nuno P. Monteiro, “A Theory of Economic Interdependence and War,” Yale University mimeo;

**Week 5**

Session 5.1 (Monday, February 10) -- The Balance of Power and the Conduct of WWII


Session 5.2 (Wednesday, February 12) -- The Balance of Power and the Causes of WWII (Asia)


**Week 6**

Session 6.1 (Monday, February 17) -- The Balance of Power and the Conduct of WWII (continued)


Session 6.2 (Wednesday, February 19) -- Midterm exam, covers all materials up to and including session 6.1
Week 7
Session 7.1 (Monday, February 24) -- Bipolarity and the Cold War


Session 7.2 (Wednesday, February 26) -- The Origins of the Cold War

- George Kennan, “The Sources of Soviet Conduct,” in American Diplomacy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985);

Week 8
Session 8.1 (Monday, March 03) -- The Nuclear Revolution & the Balance of Terror

- Thomas Schelling, Arms and Influence (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), chapters 1-3;

Session 8.2 (Wednesday, March 05) -- The Balance of Power and Peripheries


Week 9
Session 9.1 (Monday, March 24) -- Unipolarity and the Post-Cold War


Session 9.2 (Wednesday, March 26) -- The Basis of American Preponderance


Week 10

Session 10.1 (Monday, March 31) -- The Strategies of American Preponderance


Session 10.2 (Wednesday, April 02) -- Small Wars I

• Nuno P. Monteiro, Theory of Unipolar Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, forthcoming in 2014), chapters 6-7;

Week 11

Session 11.1 (Monday, April 07) -- Small Wars II


Session 11.2 (Wednesday, April 09) -- Occupation and Insurgency

Week 12

Session 12.1 (Monday, April 14) -- Nuclear Proliferation

- Nuno P. Monteiro and Alexandre Debs, “The Strategic Logic of Nuclear Proliferation,” Yale University mimeo;

Session 12.2 (Wednesday, April 16) -- The Transformation of the Contemporary Balance of Power


Week 13

Session 13.1 (Monday, April 21) -- The Rise of Peer Competitors


Session 13.2 (Wednesday, April 23) -- What Can We Learn from the Balance of Power?


Final Exam -- Saturday, May 03, 9:00am